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The following section on Tablature is not on the record but is taken from the book, Beginning The Folk Guitar, by Jerry Silverman. It is presented here for reference purposes.

**TABLATURE**

Tablature is a time-honored system of musical notation which shows the player of a particular instrument which strings and frets to pluck. It does not cover or which key to press rather than the actual note on the musical staff.

In guitar tablature we use six lines to represent the six strings of the instrument as follows:

```
 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1
```

Numbers above each line (in the spaces) will indicate at what fret the string is to be pressed on the fingerboard by a finger of the left hand. Thus, if you played a scale starting on the lowest string (E-major scale),

```
 G | G | G | G | G | G
```

Tablature would show it in this manner:

```
 G | G | G | G | G | G
```

**MELTAB and GITAB**

MELTAB is the tablature which indicates where the actual notes of the melody of the piece being sung may be played. It will be written directly below the melody line. By the use of MELTAB it will be possible to play the tunes of unfamiliar songs - thereby learning them.

GITAB is the tablature for the guitar part. GITAB and the guitar part itself will be written out only when there is a specific need to illustrate some technical point. Experience has shown that it is unnecessary and confusing to write out measures after measure of a repetitive strum when merely describing it once would suffice.

M = MELTAB

G = GITAB
Your fingertips may become sore from pressing down the strings. The best thing to do in the beginning is to practice for short periods of time - but often. After a week or so the tenderness will disappear (if the fingers haven't done so first).

Here's A7:

NOTE how easy it is to change from D to A7 and from A7 to D. The first and second fingers move as a unit (more or less) from strings three and one (for D) to four and two (for A7). The third finger just goes up and down at the right time...easy, isn't it?

You can play dozens of songs using the D and A7 chords.

HUSH LITTLE BABY

AND if that billy goat don't pull, Papa's gonna buy you a cart and bull. And if that cart and bull turn over, Papa's gonna buy you a dog named Rover.

AND if that dog named Rover don't bark, Papa's gonna buy you a horse and cart. And if that horse and cart fall down, You'll still be the sweetest little baby in town.

SIDE ONE - SONG TWO: BASS-CHORD THUMB STRUM

Now take the D chord and just pluck the fourth string with the thumb of your right hand. Then brush down across the rest (3rd, 2nd, 1st) of the strings.

Now try the same thing with the A7 chord. Only this time pluck the fifth string with your thumb and brush down over the first four strings.

Always start strumming the first chord before you start singing. This "introduction" will give you the pitch of the first note and help you "in the mood".

PUTTING ON THE STYLE

I'm brushing down with the thumb of my right hand.

And if that diamond ring is brass, D
Papa's gonna buy you a looking-glass, A7
And if that looking-glass gets broke, D
Papa's gonna buy you a billy goat.
* For the complete text to this and all the other songs on this record (as well as many other songs) please refer to the book, Beginning the Folk Guitar.

Chords are generally played in standard combinations with other chords. These combinations comprise what are known musically as "keys". We have been playing in the key of D (major). If we learn one other chord in the key of D we will literally be able to play thousands of songs.

The third chord we need to know in the key of D is G.

The thumb of the right hand strikes the 6th string and strums over the rest of the strings as with D and A7.

Play back and forth with these three chords until you know them so well that you can sing a song without thinking about them.

THE BANKS OF THE OHIO

Start singing on "I"

Love
We'll continue learning chords now in the key of A major. We need to learn two new chords: A

Thumb plucks the A string.

and E7

Thumb plucks the E string.

With the A chord the thumb plucks the A string and then strums down. E7, the thumb plucks the E string.

The third chord in the key of A is D, which you already know.
Before going on with the learning of new chords let's try something new with the right hand. Instead of just brushing your thumb down across the top three strings we will now employ the fingers of the right hand in plucking those strings. The thumb will now strike only the bass string of the chord. Place your fingers on the first three strings as follows:

- Index finger on the third string
- Middle finger on the second string
- Ring finger on the first string

The thumb rests on either the E, A or D string depending on the chord. Keep the wrist somewhat arched and the thumb at right angles to the direction of movement of the fingers. (Sort of an inverted hitch-hiker's position as you can see from the diagram.)

Now here's an exercise you can use.

1. With the fingers resting lightly on the proper strings strike the 6th string several times with the thumb. Do not move the fingers while moving the thumb.

2. With the thumb resting on the 6th string pluck the three strings gently by moving the fingers upward and inward as if clenching a fist (but not all the way - just enough to sound the strings). DON'T MOVE YOUR WRIST.

3. Now alternate - first the thumb then the fingers.

4. Play a few chords and see what it sounds like.

Here's G...D...A7

That muffled sound you hear when you play it is probably a result of the fingers of your left hand not pressing down properly. If it sounds like this -- it's usually not your right hand's fault. Take a look at your left hand.

5. Be careful NOT TO BEND YOUR THUMB as you pluck the bass notes. Particularly important when playing a D chord; otherwise your thumb moving down will "bump into" your fingers moving up.

We're going to learn two minor chords now: E minor and A minor. If you look at the diagram you'll see how easy it is to play E minor. As a matter of fact, the way we're strumming now, E minor can be played without putting any fingers of the left hand down. But put them down anyhow - you're going to need them later.
Side One - Band Four: **THREE-SIXTH** TIME

The songs that we have had up to now are in what is called duple meter (or duple time). That is the basic rhythmic feeling is either "one-two-one-two", or "one-two-three-four" (2/4 or 3/4). On the guitar, as you know, these are played in an "oom-pah" alternation of bass note and chord. Many songs, however, are in triple meter or most commonly three-quarter time (3/4).

To play in 3/4 time the most common practice is as follows:
First beat: THUMB plucks bass note - playing a D chord now.
Second beat: FINGERS pluck up
Third beat: FINGERS pluck up

Count: 1 - 2 - 3 | 1 - 2 - 3

**I NEVER WILL MARRY**

Side One - Band Five: **ALTERNATING BASS**

In strumming chords, your thumb may alternate from string to string, as follows...

D Chord: Alternate between D string and A string.

A: A and AM: Alternate between A string and E or D string.

In other words you can strum the 5th string and then either strike the 6th or the 4th.
G: Alternate between E string and A and/or D string.

E7: Alternate between E string and A and/or D string.

And with Em, the D string as well. That's why we had you put the other fingers down on Em.

As we learn new chords we will continue to show you which strings you may use as alternate basses.

We're now going on to the key of G.

The key of G involves, in addition to the G chord, which you already know, C and D7.

With the C chord you alternate between the A and D strings - that is, the 5th and 4th.

With the D7, the alternation is between the 4th and 5th.

We now go on to the key of E.

Incidentally, don't feel that you have to take all these chords and assimilate them as quickly as you are getting them on the record. These are presented here for reference purposes - for study purposes. You learn them at your own speed. We're compressing many weeks of work into one side of an lp.

The key of E needs an E chord and a D7 in addition to the A, which you already know.
With E, the primary bass string is the E string—
which you may alternate to the A and D strings.

With B7, the A string is the primary bass note,
and the alternate bass note is the D string.

THE FOX

Fore he reached the Town, Oh.

The final key that we need to learn to complete the
basic set of folk guitar keys is the key of C. You
already know the C chord. You now need to learn F
and G7.

F involves a little bit of a problem. The first
finger must cover two strings—must press down
hard enough and firmly enough to cover the first
and second strings and to permit them to sound
clearly.

You can alternate on the F chord between the 4th
and the 5th.

The alternate bass is between the 6th, 5th and 4th.
We'll try a song in a time for the key of C.

BILLY BARLOW

Let's go hunting, says Bob.

Rob. Let's go hunting, says Bob.

Rob. In to Bob. Let's go
Side Two - Band One: A FAST "BAKIO" STRUM

Finger an E chord.
1. Strike the base note (E).
2. Brush lightly downward with fingernails over the rest of the strings.
3. Brush lightly upward with the first finger over the first couple of strings.
   (It doesn't matter here how many you strike.)

Bass note - down-up. Listen to the rhythm.

A minor ...

VIVA LA QUINCE BRIGADA

Side Two - Band Two: BASS RUNS

An endless series of "cum-pa" - bass-chord, bass-chord, bass-chord... can soon get monotonous. In an effort to introduce more variety into your playing we now turn to a consideration of "bass runs". A bass run as the name implies, is a series of single notes played on the bass strings - the lower strings. These runs are usually played as a substitute for the last two or three beats of a chord just prior to the arrival of a new chord. In some cases they may themselves sound like a melody.

The actual series of notes which comprises a bass run is generally made up of the notes of the scale connecting the roots of the two chords involved. The following examples will illustrate:

In the key of C - when you go from C to F - you may be strumming along in C and two beats before the chord goes to F; play the following notes - D, E - which lead to F.
And then at the proper time back to C.
To C, the notes involved are b,a...and a,b going back to C

In \( \frac{3}{8} \) time the runs consist of three notes—taking an entire measure before the new chord comes in. Here's C going to F...and F going back to C...

**COTTON MILL GIRLS**

- **Chorus**
  - It's Hard Times, Cotton Mill Girls, it's
  - C
  - G7

**ABDULLAH BULBUL AMIR**

- The Rimes of the
  - G
  - C
  - G7
In the key of G the bass runs are as follows. From G to C...and back to C...

To D.... back to G...

CAN'T YOU DANCE THE POLKA?

AS I CAME DOWN THE BOWERY, ONE...
In 3/4 time runs in G are as follows.

To C...back to G

To D7... and back to G...
BEMEMEER'S STREAM

There's a bank of blue-eyed grass by the time of my child's hand "twas,

Sing it sing it "twas a deep dream to sit in the

Along it all the day roses and nere the birds

Long, in the song, that

Bloom of the year, I think, in the

Bowed, not when I saw it in the

Nigh in, girls of singing there yet, are the
In the key of D the runs are as follows.  
D to G...back to D

To A7... back to D

RED RIVER VALLEY
Now pay close attention to what happens, though, in the following song—because there are a couple of surprises thrown in situations where chords change only one measure apart and you don't have a chance to play the entire run.

**THE FOUR MARYS**

In 3/4 time in the key of D the runs are as follows.

To A7... and back to D...

and to G... and back to D...
In the key of A the runs are as follows.

A to D...back to A...

To B7 ... and back to A
In 3/4 time in the key of A...
To D... back to A...

and to E7... back to A...

SWEET BETSY FROM PIKE

OH, DON'T YOU RE-MEM-BER SWEET
In the key of E - from E to A...back to E...

Now, involving E and B♭, we have a choice. Either ...
or starting on the 4th string and going back to the 4th string...
In 3/4 in E... to A... and back to E...

And again involving B7 we have a choice.
Side Two - Band Three: ARPEGGIOS

Arpeggios: This is one of the many words in the lexicon of music which is borrowed from the Italian. It comes from the word arpa - harp. You all know how a harp sounds when its strings are plucked one at a time. Chords played in this manner are called "arpeggios." There are many different kinds of arpeggio patterns. Sometimes they give a very lyrical quality to songs such as Greensleeves or Shenandoah. Other times they may enhance the rhythmic feeling of John Henry or a blues.

Finger a G chord.

The fingers of the right hand are placed on the proper strings all at the same time. Each finger remains in contact with its string until it has to pluck that string. Don't move your wrist while playing the arpeggio.

THE CRUEL WAR

G

Em

KATIUSHKA

Em

G

Em

With Kin From Morn-ing Till Night.

G

Em

A, D(m) G

I'll go to your captain, get down upon my knees,

Em C

Ten thousand guineas I'd give for your release.

Ten thousand gold guineas, it grieves my heart so;

Won't you let me go with you? - Oh, no, my love, no.

Tomorrow is Sunday and Monday is the day

Your captain calls for you, and you must obey.

Your captain calls for you, it grieves my heart so,

Won't you let me go with you? - Oh, no, my love, no.

You may alternate a "regular" bass-chord strum with

an arpeggio. Make sure that the faster "one-and-
two-ani" of the arpeggio takes the same time to play

as the "one-two" of the bass chord strum. Bass runs

may be combined in the same song with arpeggios.
Vykhojila pesniu zavodila
Pro stepno vozvo orla,
Pro tovo, kotorovo liubila,
Pro tovo, chi plasem beregla.

2

Dy ty, pesnia, pesenka devichia,
Ty leti za yanym sonsem valed,
I boisau na dalnez pograniche
Ot Katiuschi peredai privet.

2

Pust on vspominit devushku prostru,
Pust unlyshit, kak ona poyot,
Pust on semiu berezhot rodnyu,
A liubov Katiuscha sherezhot.

2

For arpeggios in 3/4 time - let's say on a D chord...

This arpeggio may be alternated with the basic "bass-
chord-chord, bass-chord-chord" or a "regular" 3/4
strum. In this case the six beats of the arpeggio
("one-and-two-and-three-and") take the same time as
the original "bass-chord-chord" ("one-two-three").

For this final song we need to learn three new
chords, D minor
and just for the fun of it - a bare chord - Bb. This may give you some difficulty, but it's a very, very important technique. Try practicing the Bb chord.

Bb

The lot it fell upon Henry Martin,
G Dm A7
The youngest of all the three,
Dm
That he should turn robber all on the salt sea,
C7 F A7
salt sea, salt sea,
BB F C Dm
For to maintain his two brothers and he
He had not been sailing but a long winter's night,
And part of a short winter's day,
When he espied a lofty stout ship, stout ship, stout ship,
Come a - bibring down on him straightway.

Of course, it's a long, sad story - and finally ends
Bad news, bad news to old England came,
Bad news to fair London Town,
There was a rich vessel and she's cast away,
And all of her merry men drowned.

HENRY MARTIN
TUNING THE GUITAR

The customary first step in the study of a stringed instrument is to teach the student how to tune it. While this may seem like the obvious beginning there are a number of difficulties to be overcome.

A sense of pitch - the ability to determine the relative "highness" and "lowness" - of notes, while indispensable to a musician, may not be present in its most sensitive refined degree at the beginning of study.

The determination of whether one string is higher or lower than "it should be" is a highly sophisticated process. And even if that determination has been made, "what to do about it" may cause further problems.

When you start comparing notes on the guitar to supposedly corresponding notes on the piano or the pitch pipe you have to be able to discount the obvious (and sometimes confusing) difference in tonal quality - timbre - (a piano doesn't really sound like a guitar) - to distinguish tonal quality from pitch variation.

It is the rare, fortunate beginner who is able to "hear his way through" all this and come up with an in-tune instrument.

However, a sense of pitch can be developed, trained and refined in most people so that "after a while" (a necessarily vague expression) guitars do get tuned.

Therefore, the following information on tuning is presented here more for reference - present and future - than to be mastered before any further progress is made on the guitar.

Notice that the interval between the 6th and 5th strings (E, G, B, E) is four notes. More precisely, it is called a "perfect fourth". A to D is also a perfect fourth - likewise D to G. The next pair of strings are a "major third" apart (G to B) and the last two (B - E) are a perfect fourth again.

A Pitch pipe - is a little whistle or set of whistles tuned to one - or all six - of the strings of the guitar. A common 6 note pitch pipe looks like this:

![Pitch pipe diagram]

The one great advantage of a pitch pipe over a piano is that it fits into your guitar case easier than a piano.

The internal relationship between the strings - or "relative pitch" - leads us to another way of tuning commonly used when no standard pitch (like a piano or pitch pipe) is present.

1) Assume your lowest string is fairly on pitch.

2) Press that string down just below the 5th fret.

The 6th string, next to it, should now sound the same pitch.

3) Now press the 5th string down at the 5th fret.

The 4th string should now sound this pitch.

4) Press the 4th string down at the same place and the third string should sound the same pitch.

5) Press the third string down just below the 4th fret, and it should sound the same as the 2nd string.

6) Press the 2nd string down just below the 5th fret again, and tune the 1st string to it. The 1st string should now be just exactly two octaves above the 6th string.

As you become more experienced your initial assumption as to the correctness of the pitch of the 6th string will be less fanciful. A good guitar player may not have "perfect pitch" (a gift of the Gods) but he will be able to tell pretty accurately if his starting point is anywhere near the mark.

The final stage in tuning by relative pitch is achieved when one can play, say, the 6th string and hear "in advance" what the others should sound like.

That may take a while...

If the string you are tuning is too low in comparison with the piano you must tighten it to raise the pitch, if it is too high it must be loosened. As you turn the tuning gear remember to keep playing the string to hear which way it is going and to know when to stop.